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Terms and conditions All rights to content on this site, including guides, are reserved by Cygolite. No part of this site or manual can be reproduced, modified, distributed or stored in any form without prior company permission. You can download and/or print a copy of the manual for personal use of the purchased product. The guidelines
are intended solely for use by customers who have purchased the relevant Cygolite product from an authorized dealer. Customer support may not be able to respond to requests for manuals and content for individuals who have not purchased a Cygolite product. The contents of the manuals may change without notice. Metro Streak Dash
Hotshot Micro - Powerful 100 lumen flashes - Built-in 24/7 Security Technology® gives you a powerful selection of 6 day and night modes (Steady - Zoom - SteadyPulse® - Triple Flash - DayLightning® - Random Flash) - Freely adjust the brightness of steady mode and flash-tempo flashing modes with a simple 2 button interface (patent-
in-waiting) - Sustainable mode® features a steady beam to help motorists estimate their distance while overlapping pulses keeps them alert at night - DayLightning® mode emits lightning-fast flashes, to emphasize your presence in the brightest daytime hours -- Increase the mode of signals of those Who around you with gentle changes in
brightness - Improved cycling optics™ expands your presence with additional wide and long beam - USB rechargeable internal battery - Low battery indicator - Low battery indicator, waterproof design weighs just 59 grams - Seat posts and seat seat mounts included - 2:30 and 270 hours of patent time pending. Functions and
specifications can change without notice. - LEDs 1 LED 100 lumens flashes Total modes 6 (adjustable) Time 2:30 - 270 hours Charging time 3 hours Mounting seat post / Seat stay Battery Built Li-ion System Weight 59 g This product includes: Hotshot™ 100 rear light, Mini USB charging cable, place post mountain, host mountain top
reviews The latest reviews With 100 lumen flash and 50 lumen resistant beam, Hotshot 100 keeps you seen in low light. Compact and easy to recharge, it removes all excuses for not having taillights. The programmable technology allows you to fine-tune the brightness and speed of the flash. The engineer reflector spreads the beam to
maximize visibility. A low battery indicator keeps you in the know-all at all times. USB rechargeable lithium-ion batteries including both seat stay and seat post fastening, ensuring that you'll be able to place the light in its most prominent location. The waterproof design keeps the light running, The weather is turning. CygoLite Taillights
CygoLite Taillights CygoLite Taillights Send this product to yourself 15% off the free $39.95 your price is $33.95 - free Buy PART NUM 145189 145189 To stand out day and night, The HotshotTM 100 provides a powerful 100 lumen flares. The exclusive design of the 2 button allows you to fully adjust the tempo of each flash mode to
maximize the awareness of motorists. Every bit of the rear light of the cyclist's road, its strength is combined with an extra wide beam and up to an incredible 270 hours of work time to give you a great presence anytime, anywhere. 100 Luminal Flashes makes you stand out in broad daylight and at night (50 lm steady) Built-in 24/7 Security
Technology (r) gives you a powerful selection of 6 day and night modes (Steady, Zoom, SteadyPulse (r), Triple Flash, DayLightning (r) Flash, Random Flash) Free to adjust the brightness of steady mode and flash-tempo flashing modes with a simple 2-button interface SteadyPulse (r) mode has a steady beam to help motorists estimate
their distance while overlapping pulses keep their alert in the night-time DayLightning (r) mode emits lightning-like flashes to emphasize Its presence in the brightest daytime hours increase the signal mode of those around you with gentle changes in brightness Improved cycling optics (tm) expands your presence with additional wide and
long beam compared to the usual rear lights USB rechargeable internal battery lasts an impressive up to 270 hours Low indicator Battery alerts you When the charge required Light Memory Mode saves the memory mode you're in before the lights are turned off Compact, the waterproof design weighs just 59 grams of Seat Post and the
seat seat seat mounts included Cygolite, a trusted American light bike expert with 1991 Cygolite Hotshot 100 Rechargeable Taillight15% of your $39.95 price of $33.95. Crystal River, Florida on January 1, 2020 Product: Cygolite Hotshot Micro USB Rechargeable Taillight Property: Tech Knowledge Month: On average I used light for 30
days with a hitch of rain or shine. Long battery life. Easy to attach. Ron M. from Bulverde, Texas on December 29, 2019 Product: Cygolite Hotshot SL 50 Rechargeable Taillight Property: More than a year of Tech Knowledge: High Super Bright - so vividly it attracts complaints in group rides - they make 150, can't imagine wanting a
brighter. Very effective - there has never been a single apartment run. It's easy to charge a USB. Good shiny patterns and variable speed. Good support from Cygo with a good parts page. The seat clip works, but can become creative with clips - I have 6 cropped different, rear mount racks, and most clipped up saddle tool bags. Cons
could say bright again here - so vividly it attracts complaints in group rides - they make 150, can't imagine wanting Brighter. Otherwise, no complaints what it would be. Other thoughts are really good buying here in the long run. Philip W. Santa Claus, IN May 29, 2019 Product: Cygolite Hotshot 100 Rechargeable Taillight Property:
Technology Knowledge Month: Somewhat High It's a Great Light for Day and Night Nights I use it in flashing mode for daytime safety. I have both 100 and 150s and I like the 100 better because it provides enough brightness to be easily seen in daylight and its charge lasts much longer than 150. Cons Not as bright as the 150 model.
Read all 10 customer reviews about this product. Reviews of Cygolite Hotshot 100 Rechargeable Taillight Write review Would you like to write reviews about products you bought from a modern bike? You can help other Modern Bike customers make informed purchase decisions! Write Product Reviews After Navigating Navigation
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